Category of Chemicals Regulated under Korea TCCA

- Is it a chemical?
  - Yes: Classified as existing chemicals and controlled by corresponding law.
  - No: Whether annual import quantity exceed 100 kg not for a purpose of R&D?
    - Yes: Notice of Import (KCMA), business registration.
    - No: Notice of kinds, expected quantity of manufacture or import (KCMA).
- Is it regulated under TCCA?
  - Yes: Whether annual import quantity exceed 100 kg not for a purpose of R&D?
    - Yes: Notice of kinds, expected quantity of manufacture or import (KCMA).
    - No: Notice of Import (KCMA), business registration.
  - No: Notice of kinds, expected quantity of manufacture or import (KCMA).
- Is it a toxic chemical?
  - Yes: Notice of Import (KCMA), business registration.
  - No: Whether annual import quantity exceed 100 kg not for a purpose of R&D?
- Is it an observation chemical?
  - Yes: Whether annual import quantity exceed 100 kg not for a purpose of R&D?
  - No: Notice of kinds, expected quantity of manufacture or import (KCMA).
- Is it a restricted or banned chemical?
  - Yes: Notice of kinds, expected quantity of manufacture or import (KCMA).
  - No: Whether annual import quantity exceed 100 kg not for a purpose of R&D?
- Is it a new chemical?
  - Yes: Whether annual import quantity exceed 100 kg not for a purpose of R&D?
  - No: Notice of kinds, expected quantity of manufacture or import (KCMA).
- Is it exempt from notification?
  - Yes: Certificate for Exemption (KCMA).
  - No: Notice of kinds, expected quantity of manufacture or import (KCMA).

*By courtesy of Nam and Nam International

Disclaimer: This graph is prepared by CIRS Ltd from information which we believe to be correct at the time of updating. However, neither the companies listed as CIRS Ltd, its directors nor employees warrant that the information is correct. CIRS assumes no liability for any loss from the use of information in this report.

For more information about our chemical compliance services, please go to http://www.cirs-reach.com/consultingservices.html